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We present a novel concept of a tailored Gires–Tournois etalon structure and show that such a device is useful
for the fabrication of a dispersion-slope compensator with an almost arbitrary dispersion profile and also with
tunability in the dispersion slope. © 2004 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 060.2340, 060.4510.Wavelength-division multiplexing is a key technology
for expanding the capacity of optical fiber transmis-
sion systems. With increasing bit rates, chromatic
dispersion compensation is becoming increasingly
more critical for such systems. However, a mismatch
between the dispersion slopes of the transmission
and dispersion-compensating f ibers results in only
one wavelength that is perfectly compensated and
in different amounts of residual dispersion on all
the other channels. The effect of a dispersion slope
on system performance increases as the operating
bandwidth increases and also as the transmission
distance and the bit rate increase. Moreover, the
dispersion slope itself may also change as a result of
optical path reconfiguration caused by network and
environmental-temperature variation. Thus disper-
sion compensators with dispersion-slope tunability
are desirable for dispersion-managed high-speed
wavelength-division multiplexing systems. Although
there have been some reports of dispersion-slope
compensators1 – 3 (DSCs), most of them can compensate
only for dispersion slopes with f ixed values,1 or for a
variable slope but only for a single channel.2 Only a
few schemes have shown both multichannel compen-
sation capability and tunability.3
Recently, Gires–Tournois etalons (GTEs) have
aroused extensive interest in multichannel disper-
sion compensation and dispersion-slope compen-
sation.4,5 For dispersion-slope compensation, both
bulk-optic4 GTE and distributed GTE5 (DGTE) struc-
tures have been reported. Both of the demonstrated
schemes are based on slightly mismatching the
free spectral range of the GTEs. Although the re-
ported GTE-based DSCs can compensate for a f ixed
dispersion slope and have additional tunability in
dispersion,4,5 the dispersion slope cannot be adjusted
after fabrication. In this Letter we extend the GTE
concept to demonstrate a tailored GTE structure and
show that such devices are useful for the fabrication of
DSCs with almost arbitrary dispersion-slope profiles
and also dispersion-slope tunability.
A Gires–Tournois interferometer is a special con-
figuration of a Fabry–Perot etalon, which consists of a0146-9592/04/091013-03$15.00/0partially ref lective mirror (first mirror) and a 100% re-
f lective mirror (second mirror). Recently, distributed
GTEs were developed that replace traditional mirrors
with directly UV-written Bragg gratings in optical
fiber.6 Traditional GTEs and DGTEs have similar
properties, such as periodic oscillation structures in
group delay and dispersion, which make them suitable
for identical multichannel dispersion control. In a
GTE the ref lectivity of the first mirror–grating is the
main determinant of the dispersion properties (such
as group-delay amplitude and dispersion amplitude)
of the structure. The concept proposed here involves
a tailored GTE that is used to produce arbitrary
group-delay profiles by tailoring the ref lectivity
profile of the first mirror–grating; the ref lectivity of
the second mirror–grating is kept close to 100% to
achieve an all-pass function. It is difficult to tailor
the ref lection spectra of bulk optical mirrors, and thus
it would be difficult to achieve such structures. How-
ever, using fiber Bragg gratings in the GTE structure
makes the achievement of a tailored GTE much easier
because the ref lection spectra of fiber Bragg gratings
can be readily tailored during fabrication to have
almost arbitrary profiles.
To obtain a target-group delay profile, Dtl (i.e.,
an envelope of the group-delay amplitude), we deter-
mined that the ref lection spectrum of the f irst mirror–
grating of the GTE, R1l, should be tailored to the fol-
lowing profile:
R1l 
√Ω∑
2T0
Dtl
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2T0
Dtl
!2
, (1)
where T0  2ndc is the round-trip time in the cavity,
n is the mode effective index, d is the cavity length,
and c is the speed of light in vacuum.
We fabricated both linearly and nonlinearly tailored
DGTEs in the experiments. As examples, three of
them are shown in Fig. 1. These DGTEs have typical
lengths of 11 mm and photoinduced refractive-
index changes of 0.003. The measured group-delay
spectra, the envelopes of group-delay amplitudes,
and their corresponding ref lection spectra of the f irst© 2004 Optical Society of America
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(a) Measured group-delay spectra, (b) envelopes of
group-delay amplitudes, (c) ref lection spectra of the first
grating recorded during the fabrication.
grating recorded during fabrication are plotted in
Figs. 1(a), 1(b), and 1(c), respectively. It can be
clearly seen from Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) that DGTE (I) has
linearly increased amplitude in group delay, whereas
DGTE (II) and DGTE (III) have positive quadratic and
negative quadratic varied amplitudes, respectively, in
group delay. Although the oscillation amplitudes of
group delay vary channel by channel, for each channel
the group delay is quadratic and results in linear
variation in dispersion.
First we demonstrate a simple, tunable DSC
achieved with a single linearly tailored DGTE. It
is shown schematically in Fig. 2(a). Before tuning,
each channel is set at zero dispersion; therefore the
dispersion slope over these channels is zero. Dur-
ing tuning, different channels will suffer differentdispersion changes DD1 , DD2 , DD3; therefore a
dispersion slope over these channels will be generated.
The measured group-delay spectrum of the linearly
tailored DGTE used in the experiment is shown in
the top inset of Fig. 2(b). The different dispersion
slope settings are made simply by application of
different strains to the DGTE through a microdriver.
(Adjustment by temperature control such as use
of a thermoelectric cooler is preferred for practical
applications.) The measured dispersion values for
dispersion slope settings of 123.8, 19.2, 0.0, 210.8,
and 223.4 psnm2 over 30 channels are shown in
Fig. 2(b), which clearly indicates slope tunability with
such a tailored GTE. The drawback of this scheme
is that the slope for each channel (internal) is not
compensated; therefore such a DSC can be suitable
only for a small-signal bandwidth. This shortcoming
can be overcome by use of a pair of tailored DGTEs as
described below.
The method of combining two tailored DGTEs
to make a tunable DSC is shown schematically in
Fig. 3(a). Both DGTEs have a linear envelope of
group-delay amplitude over a certain number of chan-
nels. The envelopes are designed such that for each
channel the dispersion slopes of the two DGTEs have
the same magnitude but different signs in a specif ic
region. Therefore for each channel there is a region
where dispersion is constant when the two DGTEs are
combined. When the dispersion for each channel is
set at zero, as shown in Fig. 3(a), the dispersion slope
Fig. 2. Tunable DSC with a single linearly tailored
DGTE. (a) Schematic of the setup, (b) measured disper-
sion values at several dispersion settings. Top inset,
measured group-delay spectrum of the tailored DGTE.
May 1, 2004 / Vol. 29, No. 9 / OPTICS LETTERS 1015Fig. 3. Tunable DSC with two linearly tailored DGTEs.
(a) Schematic of the setup, (b) measured dispersion val-
ues at different dispersion settings. Top inset, measured
group-delay spectra of the two tailored DGTEs.
Fig. 4. Design of a tunable high-order DSC with two
quadratically tailored DGTEs. Inset, calculated group-
delay spectra of the two tailored DGTEs.
over these channels is also zero. When the DGTE1 is
tuned toward shorter wavelengths, the dispersions for
all channels increase but the amounts of the dispersionchanges are different, as shown in Fig. 3(a). Thus
a dispersion slope is generated over these channels.
The group-delay spectra of the two linearly tailored
DGTEs selected for the experiment are shown in the
inset of Fig. 3(b). The two DGTEs were combined by
use of a four-port optical circulator. The measured
results for dispersion slope settings of 120.2, 16.3,
20.7, 29.4, and 220.2 psnm2 for nearly 30 channels
are plotted in Fig. 3(b), which clearly indicates the
slope tunability. The slope tuning range of this DSC
is 222 to 122 psnm2, and the usable bandwidth
for each channel is 45% of the free spectral range
(50 GHz).
To demonstrate even higher-order dispersion com-
pensation capability, we designed a DSC by using
two quadratically tailored DGTEs. The simulated
group-delay spectra for the two nonlinearly tailored
DGTEs are shown in the inset of Fig. 4. The prin-
ciple of tuning is similar to that in Fig. 3(a). When
there is a relative spectral shift of the slopes, the
higher-order slope (i.e., quadratic coefficients of the
dispersion profile) will change. For the dispersion
curves plotted in Fig. 4 the quadratic coeff icients vary
from 16.3 to 27.1, and one can clearly see the change
in the dispersion profile over these channels.
We have introduced the novel concept of a tailored
Gires–Tournois etalon, which is an all-pass filter
with a specially designed group-delay profile that
we achieved by tailoring the ref lectivity of the f irst
mirror–grating. Linearly and nonlinearly tailored
DGTEs have been fabricated with UV-written fiber
Bragg gratings. We have successfully demonstrated
the use of such devices as tunable dispersion-slope
compensators that can compensate for complex disper-
sion profiles with tunability.
X. Shu’s e-mail address is x.shu@aston.ac.uk.
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